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ABSTRACT
In an effort to understand the role of the linker
histone in chromatin folding, its structure and
location in the nucleosome has been studied by
molecular modeling methods. The structure of the
globular domain of the rat histone H1d, a highly
conserved part of the linker histone, built by homol-
ogy modeling methods, revealed a three-helical
bundle fold that could be described as a helix±turn±
helix variant with its characteristic properties of
binding to DNA at the major groove. Using the infor-
mation of its preferential binding to four-way
Holliday junction (HJ) DNA, a model of the domain
complexed to HJ was built, which was subsequently
used to position the globular domain onto the
nucleosome. The model revealed that the primary
binding site of the domain interacts with the extra
20 bp of DNA of the entering duplex at the major
groove while the secondary binding site interacts
with the minor groove of the central gyre of the DNA
superhelix of the nucleosomal core. The positioning
of the globular domain served as an anchor to
locate the C-terminal domain onto the nucleosome
to obtain the structure of the chromatosome
particle. The resulting structure had a stem-like
appearance, resembling that observed by electron
microscopic studies. The C-terminal domain which
adopts a high mobility group (HMG)-box-like fold,
has the ability to bend DNA, causing DNA conden-
sation or compaction. It was observed that the three
S/TPKK motifs in the C-terminal domain interact
with the exiting duplex, thus de®ning the path of
linker DNA in the chromatin ®ber. This study has
provided an insight into the probable individual
roles of globular and the C-terminal domains of
histone H1 in chromatin organization.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotic cells the genome is packaged into a 5±10 mm
nucleus due to the existence of a highly ordered nucleoprotein
architecture called chromatin. In the ®rst order of organization
of chromatin structure, 146 bp of DNA is packaged into a
nucleosome core particle around a histone octamer (1,2). The
linear array of the 10 nm polynucleosomal ®lament is folded
into 30 nm irregular ®bers facilitated and stabilized by the
linker histone H1, whose architecture and mode of compaction
have been matters of controversy over the last two decades
(reviewed in 1±3). The controversy centers on the arrange-
ment and interactions of nucleosome cores in three-
dimensional space and the locations of linker DNA and the
linker histone. Recent accumulating evidence suggests that
chromatin structure above the level of the core particle plays a
key role in determining the transcriptional status of genes and
genetic loci (reviewed in 4±6) and therefore illustrates the
critical importance of understanding the fundamental folding
properties of nucleosomal arrays.
Although many models for the condensed ®ber structure
were proposed, the solenoid model of Finch and Klug (7) or
variants thereof, gained initial acceptance by most researchers.
A corollary of the solenoid model is that the linker DNA
between adjacent nucleosomes must be bent or curled in some
fashion, at least at physiological salt concentration to allow
adjacent nucleosomes to contact each other. This salt-
dependent bending or coiling was postulated to be facilitated
by the interaction of linker DNA with the linker histone, which
has gained experimental support from the studies of Butler and
Thomas (8) and Thoma et al. (9). Other suggestions for the
architecture of the 30 nm ®ber have considered the zigzag
conformation of nucleosomes and linker DNA that is observ-
able at intermediate ionic strengths to constitute the basic
structural motif (10±13). In these models, further compaction
of the zigzag leads to helical structures with quite different
properties from the solenoid. Here, the linker DNA is not
coiled, but remains extended such that consecutive nucleo-
somes in the beaded chain are not consecutive in the 30 nm
®ber. Bednar et al. (14) ®nd that the center to center distance
between nucleosomes in dimers does not decrease as the salt
concentration is raised, suggesting the presence of straight
linkers. The ®ber architecture based on a three-dimensional
zigzag implies quite different mechanisms for formation and
stability than proposed for helical models.
Irrespective of the model, it has now been unambiguously
established that the presence of the linker histone is essential
for proper folding of the chromatin ®ber (15). It is believed
that the linker histone facilitates, in part, charge neutralization
and helps guide the proper folding of chromatin ®ber by
contributing to the free energy of chromatin folding (16).
Within chromatin, the basic unit consisting of the core particle
and histone H1 with 166 bp of DNA wrapped around the
complex is termed the `chromatosome' or the `chromatin
particle'. There are also two views on the location and
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interaction of histone H1 with the mononucleosome core. In
one model, the globular domain of histone H1d from rat
(gH1d) is shown to interact with both the entering and exiting
DNA at the dyad axis (17). In another model, the histone H1 is
shown to interact with one side of the DNA duplex within the
core particle (18). Although the crystal structure of the
nucleosome core particle has given us a detailed arrangement
of the histone octamer and their interaction with the DNA
helix (19), the structure of the chromatosome is not available
yet. Elucidation of this structure will have a direct bearing on
our understanding of the folding of chromatin ®ber into higher
order structures. Recently, we have identi®ed by extensive
mutagenesis analysis a 34 amino acid stretch within the
C-terminus of histone H1d that is responsible for DNA
condensation (20). By molecular modeling using fold recog-
nition approaches, we have found that this 34 amino acid
stretch is capable of adopting the high mobility group (HMG)-
box fold (21). This has encouraged us to model the entire
chromatosome particle using the presently available compu-
tational approaches. We are now reporting here the model for
the chromatosome particle using the structural data of the
nucleosome core particle, the structure of the histone globular
domain (22) and the predicted structure of the C-terminus of
histone H1 (21).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The sequence of rat histone H1d, P15865 obtained from the
SWISSPROT database, was used for all analyses. The
SMART (23) and DART (24) tools were used to recognize
domain boundaries. Regions 34±109 and 110±219 were
identi®ed as separate domains, which indeed correspond to
the previous assignments of globular domain (gH1d) and the
C-terminal domain (H1d_C), respectively (25). Database
searches were carried out using the standard BLAST (26)
and FASTA (27) algorithms. Pairwise sequence alignments
were obtained using the Smith and Waterman algorithm (28)
as implemented in the GCG package. Multiple alignments
were carried out using CLUSTALW (29). The PRINTS (30)
database was used to analyze sequence pro®les. Secondary
structure prediction was carried out using several well known
methods working on different principles and a consensus
obtained, using the Network Protein Sequence Analysis server
available at http://npsa-pbil.ibcp.fr/ (31). Visualization,
manipulations and analysis of various structures and structure
superpositions were carried out using various modules avail-
able within Insight-II (Accelrys Inc.). The structural models of
the different elements of the chromatosome particle were ®rst
obtained individually and then docked together into a complex
as detailed in the Results.
The globular domain of rat H1d was built by standard
homology modeling since a high con®dence structural
template [crystal structure of globular domain of chicken H5
(gH5); PDB: 1HST (22,32)] was available for it in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB). The model was regularized by energy
minimization (soaked in a 5 AÊ layer of water molecules and
minimized using a steepest descent minimization followed by
conjugate gradient minimization with a gradual introduction
of cross-terms or Morse potential terms) using DISCOVER
interfaced with Insight-II.
A crystal structure of the `open' form of the Holliday
junction (HJ), available in the PDB as part of a RuvA nucleic
acid complex [PDB: 1C7Y; NDB: PD0136 (33,34)], was used
to model the gH1d±HJ complex, as described below. The
minimized globular domain was manually docked onto the
crystal structure of the HJ, using key pointers from the
available experimental data as described later, thus resulting in
a model of the gH1d±HJ complex. Modeling gH1d±HJ as well
as the next few intermediates in obtaining the chromatin
particle, primarily involves positioning one molecule with
respect to the other. To achieve this, an integrated approach
has been adopted here, wherein knowledge from sequence and
structural bioinformatics analysis of the corresponding
molecules/domains has been combined with the extensive
biochemical data available in the literature.
The crystal structure of the nucleosomal core particle
determined by Luger et al. (19) reveals that it consists of four
core histones assembled into an octamer and 146 bp of
nucleosomal DNA arranged into two duplexes around the
octamer. The gH1d±HJ complex was superposed on the
nucleosomal core particle so as to obtain a best ®t between the
phosphate backbone atoms of the two arms (PD0136: D and F)
of the HJ DNA with those of the entering duplex (1AOI:
I1±I12, J271±J292) and the central gyre of the nucleosomal
core particle (1AOI: I70±I81, J213±J224) to obtain the
positioning of gH1d. The position of the additional 13 bp of
DNA was also obtained from this superposition. The model
indicates an interaction of gH1d with the ®rst to the sixth bases
of the HJ DNA, accounting for interactions with an additional
6 bp as compared with the nucleosome structure. However, the
model has 13 bp as it was directly derived from the HJ DNA.
Similarly, the model of H1d_C has 15 bp of DNA associated
with it, again derived directly from the template (2LEF) used
in its building. It must be noted that the exact number of base
pairs placed have no special signi®cance in this study.
Modeling of H1d_C by a combination of fold recognition
methods and integration with biochemical data has been
described previously (21).
The model of the chromatosome particle was obtained by
docking together gH1d and H1d_C along with the pieces of
DNA associated with them onto the nucleosome core particle.
The interactions between the protein domains and the DNA
were estimated in terms of hydrogen bonds. Distances of 2.5 to
3.6 AÊ between the donor and acceptor atoms were considered
as hydrogen bonds. The individual elements in the complexes
represent low energy models by themselves, since they are
either crystal structures or have been obtained by standard
modeling protocols and have been energy minimized. The
®nal model has also been subjected to limited energy
minimization, primarily to normalize the geometry at the
splice junctions. However, the model presented here has been
built using models of individual domains and disjointed pieces
of DNA at the entry and exit sites on the duplexes. There is no
clear evidence pointing to the extent of bend in DNA at these
sites. Therefore, the ®nal model re¯ects one of the possible
local conformations at each of the splice junctions.
Nonetheless, the methodology used here for modeling the
complexes tacitly ensures not only structural correctness, but
also the correct conformations and the relative positioning of
their constituents, to a major extent.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Elements of chromatin structure
A typical eukaryotic nucleus contains ~5 3 109 bp of DNA
associated non-covalently with ®ve types of basic proteins
called histones, resulting in its compact packaging into
chromatin, exhibiting a periodicity of ~200 bp (1). The four
core histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, together with 146 bp of
DNA, form a nucleosome, the basic structural unit of
chromatin. The folding of the nucleosomes into higher order
chromatin structure is facilitated by the ®fth histone H1, also
termed as the linker histone due to its association with the
linker DNA. Micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin
results in a 166 bp complex called the `chromatosome
particle', consisting of the nucleosome core, histone H1 and
20 bp of linker DNA (35). Further digestion of this particle
leads to 146 bp of DNA containing the nucleosomal core. The
crystal structure of the nucleosomal core has been determined
to 2.8 AÊ resolution (19). Two of each type of the core histone
form an octamer around which DNA is wrapped, organized
into two gyres of DNA superhelix. While the interactions of
the core histones with the DNA wrapped around it are clearly
understood, very little is known from the literature about the
location and role of histone H1 in chromatin structure, the
knowledge of which is essential to understand the accessibility
of gene promoters and gene-speci®c transcription. The histone
H1 protein consists of three distinct domains, a small 34
residue N-terminal fragment (nose), the central 74 residue
globular domain (head) and a slightly larger 110 residue
C-terminal domain (tail), as depicted schematically in
Figure 1A. In aqueous media, at physiological pH and ionic
strength, the N-terminal nose is believed to have no regular
structure, while the C-terminal domain, that is otherwise
unfolded, is believed to fold into an ordered structure in the
presence of nucleic acids.
The following sections detail the structure of both the
domains of H1 and how they assemble together to form the
chromatin particle. The model has been built in various stages:
(i) the globular domain, built by homology modeling
techniques; (ii) a complex of the globular domain with a
segment of DNA at the primary site, built based on biochem-
ical data and structural analysis of several helix±turn±helix
(HTH) variants; (iii) a complex of globular domain with the
HJ, obtained by docking using biochemical data; (iv) a
complex of the globular domain with the nucleosomal core,
using models derived in the previous two steps; and (v) a
complex of the H1d C-terminal domain with the globular
domain and the nucleosomal core, based on the intermediate at
stage (iv) and a previously built model of the C-terminal
domain along with the DNA associated with it. The ®ve steps
together give a comprehensive picture of the chromatosome
particle, consisting of the head and tail regions of H1, the
nucleosomal core as well as the entry and exit strands of
Figure 1. (A) Domain architecture in rat histone H1d. The binding site residues in the globular domain as well as the three S/TPKK motifs in the C-terminal
domain are highlighted. Residue numbers for the binding site residues of gH1d (40, 42, 67, 69, 73, 85) correspond to the numbering scheme used in the
literature and in PDB: 1HST and will correspond to residues 50, 52, 78, 80 and 95 in the sequence P15865, respectively. (B) Model of the gH1d (cartoon
representation) complexed with DNA (ribbon). Residues Lys69, Arg73 and Lys85 in the primary site and Lys40 and Arg42 in the secondary binding site are
shown as space-®lled objects.
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nucleosomal DNA. We believe this to be the ®rst attempt to
model the whole chromatosome particle and that it will serve
as a framework in understanding the biology of chromatin
formation.
The globular domain of rat H1d: its structure and
interactions with DNA
The structure of gH5 has been well characterized both by
NMR (36) and X-ray crystallography (22), and primarily
consists of a three-helical bundle fold, belonging to the
`winged-helix DNA binding domain' structural super-family.
The globular domain is fairly well conserved in linker histones
across diverse species, thus enabling homology modeling of
the domain in rat H1d (Fig. 1B). The globular domain is also
necessary for generating the kinetic intermediate `chromato-
some particle' observed during micrococcal nuclease diges-
tion of the nucleosome containing 166 bp of DNA and histone
H1. The location of the globular domain, however, within the
nucleosome has been controversial (17,18,37).
A molecular model of the 96 residues constituting the gH1d
was built using homology modeling techniques. The crystal
structure of gH5 was used as the template with which gH1d
shared 78% sequence similarity over the entire region, without
any major insertions and deletions. The model reveals a three-
helical bundle with a b-hairpin at the C-terminus that is
anchored to the base of the helical core. The crystal structure
of gH5 has been shown to bear signi®cant similarity to those
of catabolite gene activator protein and the hepatocyte nuclear
factor (HNF-3g), both known to be DNA binding proteins,
thus leading to the identi®cation of the DNA binding site in
gH5 (38), which has been correlated well with site-directed
mutagenesis studies (39). The structure can be described as
belonging to a family of HTH variants since the characteristic
four residue turn between the helices has been lengthened to a
loop (38). The model built for rat H1d also contained all the
features of gH5 identi®ed as important for nucleic acid
binding. Based on the structures of the CAP and HNF-3g, the
protein±DNA complex was modeled, in which a cluster of
positively charged residues consisting of Arg67, Lys69 and
Lys73 all located on the third helix, with side chains pointing
to the exterior, formed several hydrogen bonds with the DNA
molecule. Similar to other HTH-like proteins, this model
revealed binding of the third helix at the major groove of the
DNA molecule. Lys85, another residue implicated to be part
of the basic cluster (40), was found to interact with the
phosphates about half a turn away from the major groove.
Site-directed mutagenesis and crystal structure studies have
indicated the existence of a second DNA binding site formed
by Lys40 and Arg42 (41,42). The structure of the domain
indicates that these residues are located on the opposite face,
separated from the primary recognition cluster by ~30 AÊ
(Fig. 1B). These residues are highly conserved in the globular
domains of all somatic H1s, consistent with their involvement
in the formation of a second binding site.
Positioning of the globular domain in the nucleosome
structure
The best characterized component of the nucleosomes is the
crystal structure of the nucleosome core particle, consisting of
145 bp of DNA wound around an octamer of `core' histones.
Linker DNA interconnects core particles and is clearly known
to be associated with the linker histone. Reports in the
literature on the location of the globular domain in the
nucleosome are con¯icting. The model by Allan et al.
proposed that the globular domain of the linker histone was
centered on the `pseudo dyad' of the nucleosome, probably
contacting the entering and the exiting duplexes thereby
protecting them symmetrically ~10 bp at each end from
extended nucleosomal digestion (43). Neutron diffraction
studies by Lambert et al. (44) suggested that the binding of the
globular domain to the nucleosomes may be asymmetrical.
Yet another model suggested by studies on the nucleosome
reconstituted onto the unique sea urchin 5S rDNA sequence,
indicated that H1 was located internal to a DNA gyre and
contacted only one duplex at a position distal from the dyad
axis (45). However, the validity of such interpretations have
been questioned (17,18).
Despite the controversies, the facts that remain clearly
established are that: (i) histone H1 has a crucial role in
stabilizing nucleosome structure (37); (ii) mononuclesomes
released upon micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin
are trimmed in two stages, the ®rst stage leading to a 166 bp
particle, where H1 is retained and the second, a 146 bp particle
containing the core histone octamer but not the linker histone
(1); (iii) the globular domain alone is suf®cient to confer
protection to the extra 20 bp upon nuclease digestion (17,18);
(iv) compelling evidence by mobility shift assays has estab-
lished the stoichiometry of linker histone H5 to the core
histone octamer (mononucleosome) to be 1 (46); (v) the
globular domain has the ability to bind to two DNA duplexes,
as demonstrated by clear dual contacts in a site-speci®c cross-
linking DNA cleavage study, in which a photo-activatable
group was attached to SH groups of unique cysteines
engineered into the surface of the globular domain of H5
(47); (vi) site-directed mutagenesis studies as well as the
crystal structure of the globular domain clearly identify two
DNA binding sites, one on each face of the domain (41,42);
and (vii) both the sites are shown to be required for the
formation of the chromatosome. These data along with
the crystal structure of the nucleosomal core particle as well
as the structural level understanding of the interactions of the
globular domain provide a basis to model the structure of the
entire chromatosome particle.
The globular domain has been shown to bind preferentially,
over naked duplex B-DNA, to distorted DNA structures such
as the HJ and cis-platinated DNA (48,49). The crystal
structure of the HJ DNA is available from the PDB (34),
thus providing the framework to model its complex with the
globular domain. Crystal structures of the HJ DNA determined
in the past few years (50) indicate that they adopt a classical
X-stacked conformation in their free forms. However, it has
been well recognized (51) that the conformation of the
junction is quite plastic and the global shape is readily
manipulated by the proteins that speci®cally recognize the
junction. The crystal structures of the HJs recognized by the
branch migration machinery as illustrated by the RuvA±HJ
complex as well as by site-speci®c recombination enzymes
such as the Flp recombinase (52) are now available in the
structure databases (32,33). Both these proteins, which exhibit
striking selectivity and very high af®nity to the junction DNA,
bind HJ in a completely open, near-planar, near-square
conformation in which all co-axial helical stacking is absent.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2003, Vol. 31, No. 14 4267
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Such structures have also been shown to be present in the
crystal packing of the dodecameric DNA crystals and have
been said to re¯ect the biologically relevant HJ structures
(53,54). The free form of HJ is also believed to be in the
extended `open' conformation in the absence of cations (50).
Upon preliminary docking and structural analysis, it became
apparent that the globular domain could bind easily to the
open form of the HJ, as in the other protein±HJ complexes.
The HJ structure from the RuvA complex has therefore been
used in this study. Similar modeling could have been carried
out using either the HJ structure complexed to the FLP
recombinase or that obtained from the crystal packing of the
DNA oligomers by Timsit et al. (53) and Timsit and Moras
(54).
The available experimental data pertaining to the inter-
actions of gH1d with HJ have been interpreted and used in
model building in a hierarchical fashion, which has resulted in
deciphering the unique mode of interaction between gH1d and
HJ. At the gross level, data suggesting the preferential binding
of histone H1d to HJ presents a vast number of possibilities for
the manner in which the two can interact. Next, incorporating
the nature of gH1d and its interactions with DNA clearly
identi®ed the anchor points of interaction on gH1d, thus
reducing the number of possibilities to only a handful.
Essentially, the data that de®ned the interaction-anchors
originate from site-directed mutagenesis studies of the resi-
dues in the primary and secondary binding sites, sequence and
structural analysis of gH1d as well as inferences from a
structural similarity search and analysis of the PDB. Next,
utilizing the knowledge that both binding sites of gH1d were
required for binding either to HJ or to the chromatin particle,
combined with the inferences from the analysis of the features
of HJ, indicating that any face of HJ was made of two arms of
DNA segments and formed two potential sites for interacting
with the protein, further reduced the number of modes of
protein±DNA interaction to only a few. Docking of gH1d onto
HJ indicated that gH1d could only be positioned on any one
face of HJ based on structural considerations, in which gH1d
interacted through the basic cluster on helix 3 with one arm of
HJ and the basic patch made of Lys40 and Arg42 interacted
with the other arm of the same face of HJ, thus leading to a
choice between two models. Finally, incorporating the
experimental data suggesting that the primary site on helix 3
of gH1d interacts with the major groove while the secondary
binding site interacts with the minor groove of a DNA duplex
led to the understanding of the precise mode of interaction of
gH1d with HJ, thus leading to a unique possibility for
positioning gH1d with respect to HJ. Thus, the gH1d was
positioned onto the four-arm HJ structure, such that all the
features of the globular domain binding to DNA, such as (i)
primary DNA binding through residues Arg67, Lys69 and
Lys73 at the major groove, (ii) a second DNA binding site
formed by residues Lys40 and Arg42 at the minor groove and
(iii) a strong interaction of Lys85 with the DNA phosphate, are
maintained (Fig. 2A). Therefore, the model becomes intrin-
sically validated both in terms of the structural considerations
as well as the vast amount of biochemical data available. An
architectural motif of DNA, formed by the combination of
self-®tted segments in the oligomer crystal packing resembles
the open planar HJ structures closely. This `self-®tted cross'
has been suggested to be a common recognition motif for
various proteins, including recombinases, topoisiomerases and
architectural proteins involved in chromatin assembly (55). It
is indeed remarkable that the conformation of the two
duplexes in one face of the HJ as seen in the crystal structures
is just appropriate for accommodating the globular domain.
Any other conformation of HJ would not satisfy all the
experimental and analytical data described above. It is quite
likely that the HJ structure mimics the sub-structure of the two
DNA duplexes of the nucleosome, as required for binding to
gH1d. This again is consistent with the suggestion by Timsit
and Moras that the `self-®tting cross' could occur in many
biological processes where DNA±DNA interactions are
involved, such as packing of genomic DNA and assembly of
the nucleosomes (54).
The resulting gH1d±HJ complex was superposed onto the
nucleosome structure such that one arm (arm F where D±F
arms form the face where gH1d will bind) of the HJ structure
matched exactly with the inner duplex of the nucleosome
while the other arm (arm B, opposite to the face where the
globular domain was placed) could be approximately pos-
itioned onto the entering duplex (Fig. 2B). For convenience,
the duplex interacting with the globular domain is referred to
as the entering duplex while the other one will be referred to as
the exiting duplex in this article, but it is entirely possible for
the nomenclature to be swapped. The second arm (arm D)
forming the face (D±F) of the gH1d-binding motif would now
indicate the position and conformation of the extra 15±20 bp at
the entry point. The interactions in the complex modeled here,
indeed suggest that the conformation of the two duplexes of
the nucleosome, upon interacting with the globular domain,
are similar to that seen in the HJ structure.
It must be emphasized that only two arms of the HJ
structure have been used here for modeling the gH1d complex
and these two arms mimic the sub-structure of the nucleoso-
mal duplexes, whereas the other two arms of the planar HJ
structure cannot possibly represent the path of the duplexes
around the nucleosomes. Consistent with this, the third (B)
arm did not match in conformation with that of the entering
duplex. We expect a gradual decrease in the bend of the DNA
of the nucleosome at the entry point prior to the 145 bp where
the extra 15±20 bp will be located so as to have a smooth
transition between the bend angles at this point to that
observed in the nucleosome core particle. Positioning of the
globular domain within the nucleosome structure as modeled
in Figure 2B, is also substantiated by the observations of Zhou
et al. (18) based on site-speci®c protein±DNA cross-linking
experiments with gH5. They have also proposed that helix III
of gH5 binds within the ®rst helical turn of the chromatosomal
DNA, while the secondary DNA binding site makes contact
with the nucleosomal DNA in the dyad axis.
The C-terminal domain: its structure and interactions
with DNA
It is rather surprising that there has been virtually no
information about the structure of the C-terminal domain.
Recently, however, we have predicted the structure of this
domain using a combination of fold recognition and other
bioinformatics approaches (Fig. 3A). The sequence of the C-
terminal domain contains the three octapeptide repeat units
housing the S/TPKK motifs, highlighted in Figure 1. The ®rst
two of these repeating units are in tandem and span amino
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acids 144±159, while the third octapeptide unit is present
10 amino acids away from the ®rst two and spans amino acids
170±177. We have also shown by extensive site-directed and
deletion mutagenesis studies that the 34 amino acid segment
encompassing the three repeat units to be responsible for DNA
condensing properties of H1 and therefore can be termed as
the DNA condensing segment (20). The C-terminus of histone
H1 is mostly random coil in solution, which however, attains
signi®cant a-helicity in 60% tri¯uoroethanol. It is believed
that the C-terminus of histone H1 attains its optimum
secondary and hence tertiary structure upon interaction with
DNA. The structure prediction studies indicate that H1d_C
can adopt a structure similar to that of the HMG-box domain
present within proteins like rHMG1, sex-determining region
within chromosome Y (hSRY) and lymphoid enhancing
binding factor-1 (mLEF-1). The model illustrates the expected
role of the DNA-condensing segment, thus corroborating the
mutational data very well. This observation not only provides
an understanding of the structural basis of DNA condensation
by histone H1, but also explains the role of H1d_C in
competing with the other major chromatin architectural
proteins, the HMG proteins, for binding to various target
sites within chromatin in vivo.
Positioning the C-terminal domain
Placing the globular domain on the nucleosome provided an
anchor point at residue 108 (the last residue of the globular
domain) at which point H1d_C will have to be positioned.
Several orientations of this domain with respect to the globular
domain are, however, possible and were considered system-
atically. During structure prediction, we arrived at two models
through fold recognition methods, each one differing from the
other only in the relative positions of their N-terminal 26
amino acid residues (Fig. 3B and C) (21). A rigid body
Figure 2. (A) A stereo view of the globular domain (red)±HJ (blue) complex. Interactions of the globular domain at both the primary and secondary sites
with two arms of the HJ are clearly seen. Residues in the binding site are labeled. (B) Stereo view of the globular domain docked onto the nucleosome by
superposing two arms of the gH1d±HJ (red±blue) complex onto the nucleosomal core (pink). The fourth arm of the HJ is not shown for clarity.
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rotation search with both these models of the H1d_C with
respect to the gH1d indicated that the ®rst model of H1d_C,
where the N-terminal segment was built based on the sub-
structure of malate dehydrogenase, resulted in orientations
that were either not interacting with the second duplex of DNA
or had severe steric clashes with the globular domain or the
region around the dyad axis of the nucleosome core. This
model was therefore not considered any further. On the other
hand, a systematic search with the second model for H1d_C
proposed by us previously, which contained a HMG-box-like
fold and in which the N-terminus was modeled based on the
sub-structure in cytochrome C4 (Fig. 3C), yielded encour-
aging results both in terms of the possibility of positioning it
juxtaposed to the globular domain as well as in terms of its
interactions with the nucleosome. The search identi®ed two
plausible positions for this model of H1d_C and therefore two
models of H1d (including both globular and C-terminal
domains) were constructed in the context of the nucleosome.
The ®rst one places the C-terminal domain side by side with
the globular domain such that H1d_C interacts with the region
around the dyad axis and the exiting duplex (Fig. 4A), whereas
the second model places H1d_C somewhat on top of the gH1d
making it interact with both the entering and the exiting
duplexes but not with the region around the dyad axis
(Fig. 4B), thus forming a stem-like structure. Further analysis
and correlation with electron microscopy (EM) data described
below, indicated that the latter model where the C-terminal
domain bridges both the duplexes to be more plausible.
The stem structure and the path of DNA
Although there is no structural data available regarding the
chromatosome particle to date, there have been some experi-
ments that suggest the probable organization within the
chromatosome which is in¯uenced by the path of the linker
DNA. There is unequivocal evidence that the entering and the
exiting DNAs remain uncrossed in linear mononucleosomes.
Conventional EM of histone H1-depleted chromatin ®bers
have shown that DNA arms do not cross each other at
nucleosome entry and exit sites even at the physiological ionic
strength (46). This has also been substantiated by cryo-EM of
both mononucleosomes (47) and soluble native chromatin
(13). This conclusion is further supported by the experiments
of Toth et al. (56), who studied the DNA end to end distance
using a ¯uorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) tech-
nique. The strong bends of the DNA arms in the entry±exit
region may re¯ect steric obstacles on the histone surface or
electrostatic repulsion between the two DNA arms. This
uncrossing persists upon binding of the gH5 despite further
increase of wrapping from the 1.6±1.7 turns to 1.8±1.9 turns
(46). These conclusions are also supported by the linking
number measurements on nucleosomes reconstituted on DNA
mini circles (57,58). EM experiments have further shown the
formation of a stem-like structure in histone H1 containing
nucleosomes, wherein the C-terminal tail is expected to
interact with both the entering and the exiting duplexes
resulting in a 3-fold compaction of the linker DNA (46),
which is again supported by the FRET experiments of Toth
et al. (56).
The C-terminal tail of the linker histone, in contrast to the
globular domain, does not affect the wrapping much. Instead,
by ef®ciently countering repulsion of the DNA arms, the
highly positively charged C-terminal tail bridges them
together into a stem over a distance of ~30 bp. The two
duplexes in the stem may not stay parallel but rather wind
negatively around each other, up to approximately half a turn
with the full-length H5. Our model is totally consistent with
Figure 3. (A) The HMG-box fold in the structure of the C-terminal domain of rat H1d (yellow) and its interactions with DNA (pink). Lysine residues in the
three S/TPKK motifs (green) are also shown. The inset shows a superposition of different HMG-box proteins that were used as templates to model the
H1d_C. (B and C) Two alternate models proposed for the whole H1d_C. The two models differ from each other only in their ®rst 26 residues (shown in red).
The ®rst ®gure shows the model where this segment was modeled based on the sub-structure in malate dehydrogenase while the second picture indicates a
model where the segment is based on cytochrome C4. The latter model was found to ®t better in the context of the whole chromatin particle (see text).
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the above-mentioned observations and in fact provides a
molecular basis for the understanding of each event. This stem
structure also has implications for models of nucleosome
folding into the 30 nm ®lament.
The model of the C-terminal domain, consistent with the
DNA condensation data, has shown that the 34 amino acid
segment identi®ed by us as the `DNA condensing domain'
corresponds structurally to the DNA binding and bending
region of the HMG-box domains of Lef-1 and hSRY. The
structural data show that the concave surface of the L-shaped
molecular architecture of these proteins indeed interacts with
the DNA. Furthermore, the bent DNA is stabilized due to its
position in the vicinity of the helix such that the lysine residues
which project from within the helix interact with the DNA. We
have suggested previously, in view of the extensive structural
similarity with Lef-1, SRY and HMG-D proteins, that the
DNA may be bent upon interaction with the C-terminus of
histone H1d wherein the 34 amino acid stretch encompassing
the octapeptide repeats plays a key role in de®ning the angle of
bending with the octapeptide repeats containing the S/TPKK
motifs functioning as the anchor points. Several biochemical
studies (8,45,59) have in fact indicated that the compaction of
linker DNA in nucleosomal templates is accompanied by
bending or kinking of linker DNA. In the case of Lef-1, the
Figure 4. (A) Stereo view of a model of the chromatosome particle containing the nucleosomal core shown as a green ribbon [core histones not shown for
clarity in this and in (B)], globular domain (red) and the C-terminal domain (cyan) placed side-by-side with the globular domain. The DNA segments
interacting with the globular and the C-terminal domains are shown as pink ribbons. (B) Stereo view of an alternate model of the chromatosome particle
which differs from the ®rst in the position of the C-terminal domain. Here, H1d_C (protein in red and DNA in cyan) is positioned on top of the globular
domain (green).
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DNA duplex binds to the concave surface of the Lef domain
and is bent severely towards the major groove but retains the
Watson±Crick base pairing (60). The domain makes extensive
and continuous contacts in the minor groove which encom-
passes the entire region implicated in binding as evidenced by
foot-printing and mutagenesis studies. Bending and opening
of the minor groove is accompanied by substantial narrowing
and deepening of the major groove.
From the above discussion it is evident that the C-terminal
tail is essential for the formation of a stem-like structure. The
EM data has enabled us to choose the most suitable one of the
two positions for the C-terminus. In this model (Fig. 5), the
C-terminal domain interacts with both the entry and the exit
duplexes, through Lys116 and Lys182 with the entry strand
and the DNA condensation unit encompassing the three SPKK
motifs (Lys147, Lys148, Lys155, Lys156, Lys173 and
Lys174) with the exit strand. We have discussed the role of
this motif in bending DNA (21) and have proposed that the
bending may be similar to that seen in Lef-1 (60). This model
explains the role of the C-terminal domain and its interactions
with the DNA both at the single molecular level in isolation
and also in the larger context of a mononucleosome. The
model with H1d_C in this position also indicates that the DNA
condensing unit interacts with DNA approximately 24 bases
distant from the exiting end of the 145 bp nucleosomal DNA
seen in the crystal structure (1AOI). Similarly, the domain
interacts with the DNA segment at approximately 17±18 bases
distant from the entering end of the same nucleosomal DNA
(Fig. 5). The repeat length of DNA per nucleosome is widely
believed to be ~200 bp which implies the length of the linker
DNA to be ~54 bp. The model of the chromatosome particle
accounts for the location and orientation of ~40 bp on both the
entering and the exiting duplex together. Given the lack of
understanding of the distribution of the remaining part of the
linker DNA between the entering and the exiting duplexes as
well as the conformational ¯exibility in them, it is dif®cult to
model the exact location of the adjacent nucleosome.
Although this study presents distinct clues such as bending
of the DNA by H1d_C as well as the stem formation upon
H1d_C binding, there is still no compelling evidence to favor
either the solenoid model or the zigag model over one another.
However, the model, along with a clearer understanding of the
individual roles of both the domains of the linker histone
presented here, is expected to trigger further work towards a
more complete understanding of the path of DNA in
chromatin.
CONCLUSIONS
Distinct roles for the globular domain and the C-terminal
domain of histone H1 at the structural level are clearly
discernible from the results presented in this study. The
globular domain primarily serves as an anchor in binding to
the nucleosomal DNA through its dual binding sites. It is also
clear that the only way in which the globular domain can bind
to DNA and explain the biochemical observation of protection
of the extra 20 bp to nuclease digestion of chromatin, is with
its primary binding site binding to the entering duplex at the
major groove and its secondary binding site binding to the
inner gyre of the DNA superhelix of the nucleosome, close to
the dyad axis at a minor groove. The presence of two spatially
separated DNA binding sites on the globular domain accounts
for its af®nity to the four-way HJ structure. From structural
considerations, it is obvious that it would also be impossible
for the globular domain to bind either at a site interior to the
nucleosome or at a site outside the nucleosomal core but
bridging both the entering and the exiting duplexes. The
position suggested in the model also supports asymmetric
protection of the 15±20 bp upon nuclease digestion.
The modeling studies indicate that the C-terminal domain,
on the other hand, has a role of directing the path of DNA in
chromatin ®bers by its ability to bend DNA. The model
clearly indicates that the three S/TPKK motifs present in the
Figure 5. Final model of the chromatosome particle based on the position
of H1d_C as shown in Figure 4B. In this model, H1d_C is seen to bridge
both the entering (left) and the exiting (right) duplexes while signi®cantly
bending the exiting duplex. The nucleosome core (yellow), the globular
domain (red) and the C-terminal domain (cyan) of H1d, along with the
segments of DNA directly associated with them, comprise the ®nal model.
The blue stretch indicates the additional segment that would be required to
accommodate the H1d_C domain in this orientation (see text). When
extended using standard B-DNA, the additional segments will be placed on
both the entry and exit duplexes, as represented by the pink segments.
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C-terminus are responsible for this property of H1. The
positioning of the C-terminal domain in the chromatin particle
clearly supports the formation of a stem-like structure
resembling that observed by EM. The differences observed
in EM data in the presence and absence of the C-terminal
domain are also easily explained by the model. The model
indicates that the C-terminal domain bridges the entering and
the exiting duplexes by countering electrostatic repulsion
between the duplexes.
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